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Arrested for loans
Texas man arrested by US
Marshals for student loans.
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A new option to get food
delivered to your door.
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Air+Style festival
Shaun White presents a
festival for music and action
sport lovers.
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The Most Reverend Bishop Robert W. McElroy of the Catholic Diocese of San Diego, and Sayyid M. Syeed, PhD., of the
Islamic Society of North America discussed inter-faith issues with Ami Carpenter, PhD of the IPJ.
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Many Muslim and Catholic
leaders packed the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice
Theatre last Wednesday evening for
an Inter-Religious dialogue. As the

audience prepared for the dialogue
people of all ages, ethnicities, and
faiths mixed together in the seats.
This event, the Deepening
Inter-Religious Dialogue and
Community Alliances, was held
IPJ in an effort to build networks
of collaboration, understanding,

and mutual esteem between the
Catholic and Muslim communities.
The Most Reverend Bishop
Robert W. McElroy of the Catholic
Diocese of San Diego, and Sayyid
M. Syeed, PhD., of the Islamic
Society of North America gave
keynote addresses discussing the

need for Catholic and Muslim
alliances to combat extremists and
prejudices at home and globally.
University
of
San
Diego
President
James
T.
Harris III opened the forum
recognizing the timeliness of
this
discussion,
considering

See RELIGION, Page 3

Apple fights FBI on privacy case
GABBY GALLUZZO
CONTRIBUTOR

Apple sells more smartphones
than any other company in the
United States and many students
at the University of San Diego
use Apple phones and computers.
The tech giant is setting a
precedent with a recent case and is
choosing to side with consumers.
Two months have passed
since the mass shootings in San
Bernardino, California and the
FBI is still working to piece
together the tragedy. The FBI
requested that Apple configure
new software that can disable the
security feature that erases data
from the iPhone after too many
unsuccessful attempts to unlock it.
Apple has publicly refused
to comply on the grounds that
this could potentially enable
the government, criminals, and
others to intercept messages
and other information. This
decision
also comes from
Apple's concern for their brand
marketing, according to U.S.
Justice Department Lawyers.
First year Kaidyn McClure
believes that this was the right
decision for the company.
McClure agrees that this could
help the cause of the investigation
but she also sees the potential
for abuse if Apple creates a
backdoor into their technology.
"In
this
situation
the
government wishes to interfere
with cellular security with the
goal of keeping the nation safer,"

Photo courtesy of Jan Vasek/Pexels

FBI investigators want Apple to unlock known San
Bernadino suspect's iPhone to gather important data.
McClure said. "However, it's
dangerous to give the government
this kind of power because
it opens the door for a future
abuse of public privacy rights."
Many people believe that
Apple is siding with their
customers solely for business
purposes.
McClure
is
not
bothered by this reasoning
but just relieved that Apple
is staying loyal to customers.
"I don't want to say Apple is
selfish because their first priority
should be their customers and
they should do their best to keep
themselves from losing money

because if their model becomes
damaged than it is possible
that their customers could turn
to competitors like Samsung."
McClure thinks that the FBI
should retreat to, or rely on past
ways of tracking down terrorists
and gathering information for
this case. Not all students agree
with Apple's decision though.
Sophomore
David
Fox,
believes that national security
should be more of a priority
than
individual
privacy.
"I disagree with Apple
because the transparency of our
government security is what

keeps our nation secure," Fox
said. "If I was the head of the FBI,
and Apple refused our request, I
would take the matter straight to
the President and get Executive
Order...fight fire with fire! It is
ridiculous that Apple would ever
question the central government
and their attempt to improve the
quality of security for the nation."
Fox is frustrated by Apple
and
believes
that
having
information available that would
otherwise be undisclosed or
inaccessible due to such security
features
would
enable the
government to prevent and put a
stop to further terrorist situations.
He thinks that Apple customers
would be understanding of
the
company's
compliance
with the FBI in this situation.
"It would only show they're
more willing to compromise, but
also that they're understanding
of the limitations of technology,"
Fox said. "Apple needs to
figure out what's best for. the
general public, not preserving
their
business
model."
As of now, Apple is still
refusing to create a way to breach
the screen lock security of their
technology. The FBI is now
looking at legal means to get
Apple to agree with their request.
This is a case worth following
for all smartphone users at USD
because the result could expand
or narrow the right to privacy.
With the upcoming presidential
election, the resolution to this
issue and ones like it could
soon be in the hands of voters.
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I ain t sayin
he's a gold
digger

ELISABETH SMITH

ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Last week Kanye West, a
music mogul, aspiring fashion
icon, and self-proclaimed "Yeezus"
announced on his Twitter account
that he is in $53 million in debt.
This came as a surprise to many
of West's followers considering
his networth is $145 million and
his wife, Kim Kardashian West,
is worth an estimated $85 million,
according to Forbes.
Outlandish claims like this are
not uncommon for West, earlier
in the week he asked Facebook
founder Mark Zuckerberg to
invest $1 billion in his creative
ideas. Kanye's claims of debt are
exaggerated, which is no surprise
seeing how his tweets are a stream
of consciousness, rambling on
about random topics. But the
fact that the people are spending
their time, money, and energy to
respond to this tweet is ridiculous.
Many internet followers have
jumped on the chance to mock
Kanye's supposed debt. Some have
created Gofundme pages while
others pointed out that his fashion
line featured holed clothing to
make homelessness fashionable.
This may seem humorous to
most people, but debt is a serious
problem. People are giving their
hard-earned dollars to a fundraiser
for a man who has enough money
to dress his four-year-old in fur
coats, but people aren't willing
to support funds for wounded
warriors, veterans, cancer patients,
and other charitable campaigns.
Seeing this frivolity across
the Internet makes me question
if websites like Gofundme are
making people more carefree with
their money. Anyone with a cause
and an internet connection can
start a page asking for money. I've
seen high school friends asking
for help with their rent, students
from USD asking for study abroad
funding, and one page aspiring to
become a Tahoe Ski Bum.
While the opportunities for
fundraising on sites like Gofundme
were unheard of before the internet
age, the idea seems frivolous when
it can be used for unworthy causes.
When
did
it
become
acceptable for people to ask their
acquaintances for money to help
them with rent? I can only imagine
my parents' faces if they found out
I was asking virtual strangers for
money when I am very capable of
making that money on my own.
The
Kayne
fundraising
campaigns highlights one of the
many problems in our nation
today. Hard-working individuals
are giving money to celebrities,
and celebrities are running for
president. Good luck, America!
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Paul Aker was sued by the federal government for unpaid student loan debt and after failing to appear in court, he was
arrested by U.S. Marshals.
BRANDON SHORT

CONTRIBUTOR
A Texas man was arrested
last week by seven U.S. Marshals
for not paying his $1,500 student
loan from 1987.
Paul Aker, 48, claimed he
was unaware of any outstanding
debts. He was arrested at his
home in Houston. Seven heavily
armed officers were sent to drag
Aker into court to face a judge
about his 20 year old debt.
According to Vice News,
Aker knew something was
suspicious when he noticed a van
parked outside his house. When a
man approached him, he ran back
inside. The situation unfolded
over a duration of two hours and
ultimately Aker was apprehended.
Aker reported he was violently
thrown to the ground in the
confrontation. Aker wouldn't
leam until later that it was related
to the $1,500 student loan debt
from nearly three decades ago.
Although Aker didn't serve
anyjail time, he was taken directly
to court where a collection lawyer
informed him that he would
be forced to pay $5,700 for the
loan and its interest. In addition
he would have to pay $1,300 to
cover the cost of the government
operation to arrest him. This adds
up to a combined total of $7,000
that Aker supposedly wasn't
aware of.
The arrest of Aker over a
past due student loan has left
many students not only worried,
but puzzled. Several news outlets

picked up the story and painted
a dramatic scene, but there is
more to it. In 2007 Aker was sued
by the federal government for
his unpaid federal student loan
debt. Aker failed to appear in
court when he was summoned,
which ultimately led to his arrest,
because disobeying a court order
is a criminal offense.
As far as the forceful arrest
is concerned, Aker is a registered
gun owner and the Marshals had
to handle the situation with care.
The Marshals gave a statement
about the incident:
"The situation escalated
when Aker verbally said to the
deputies that he had a gun," the
statement says. "After Aker made
the statement that he was armed,
in order to protect everyone
involved, the deputies requested
additional
law
enforcement
assistance. Additional deputy
marshals
and
local
law
enforcement officers responded
to the scene. After approximately
two hours, the law enforcement
officers convinced Aker to
peacefully exit his home, and he
was arrested."
This story has struck a chord
with many students and alumni
because the cumulative amount
of money adults in the U.S. owe
due to education is over $1.3
trillion. The average borrower
owes $35,000 and 71 percent of
all students graduating from fouryear colleges have student loan
debt, according to the New York
Federal Reserve. This number is
even higher for private colleges.
Many students can barely afford

to keep up with interest payments,
let alone paying off the principle.
Many students fear taking
out a loan because of the recent
stigma of not finding a job after
college. Junior Robby Seler
explained why he is reluctant to
take out student loans.
"It's scary to take out a
massive loan on an education that
might not pay off," Seler said.
As of 2014, student loan
borrowers who graduated had a
default rate of around 11 percent
and those who dropped out of
school had a default rate of 16.8
percent. A default rate is the rate
of borrowers who fail to remain
current on their loans.
Judith Lewis Logue, the
Director of Financial Aid at USD,

graduated May 2014 ($30,225)."
According to the the Treasury
Department, the amount of student
loan debt owed to the federal
government has increased by 463
percent to $674,580,000,000 in
the years since 2008.
Some students who are
feeling the financial stress of these
loans are taking extreme measures
and are leaving the country in
the attempt to escape their debt.
These particular people have
been nicknamed "debt dodgers".
It's uncertain how long these
debt dodgers plan on hiding. It's
inevitable that collection agencies
will start to look for them, such as
in the case of Paul Aker.
You must repay your loans
even if student-borrowers don't

"It's scary to take out a massive loan on
an education that might not pay off."
- Robby Seler
explained how graduates are able
to payback their loans on a timely
manner.
"The Office of Financial Aid
has been providing students with
money management tips since
1995," Logue said. "Students
have used their knowledge and
skills to keep their indebtedness
to a minimum. The average total
indebtedness for four-year USD
undergraduates who graduated
May 2015 was $28,598. That
is $1,627 less than the average
indebtedness of students who

complete their education, can't
find a job related to their program
of study, or are unhappy with the
education they paid for with the
loan.
Student loan debt differs
from other forms of debt. Student
loans cannot be discharged
through bankruptcy such as
other forms of consumer debt. A
student loan can remain with you
for life. However, your debt can
be forgiven if you die. Just make
sure you provide a certified copy
of the death certificate.
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Dialogue emphasizes need for inter-faith friendships
RELIGION
continued from Front Page
global
conflicts
including
Muslim extremists like the Iraq
and Syria Islamic State (ISIS).
"We are fulfilling the mission
of our founders, the Bishop Charles
Francis Buddy and Mother Rosalie
Hill," Harris said. "Throughout
history Catholic universities have
valued knowledge through both
reason and faith. Those values
allow us to raise honest questions
and. search out valid truth."
The discussion
centered
around starting a long-term
national dialogue between both
schools of faith, and having both
Catholics and Muslims working to
understand each other as humans,
and not just people of faith.
Mariah Bryne, a residential
minister at USD, attended the
event
with
her colleagues.
"I'm always looking for
ways to engage in ministry with
different parts of the community,"
Byrne said. "[The event] was
a great opportunity to hear
from people who are prominent
and doing work on both a
community and national level."
Bryne did not have a lot
of personal experience with the
subject matter, but she noted that
University Ministry hopes to be
open and inclusive to all cultures.
She expressed that this event was
a great example of this inclusivity.
McElroy serves as the
vice president of the California
Catholic Conference and focused

on the need for Catholics to see
through
Muslim
stereotypes.
"Catholics should see the
stereotypes that Muslims equal
violence and Muslim immigration
equals danger, and understand and
reject the bigotry," McElroy said.
McElroy recognized that
Catholics faced similar bigotry
in the nineteenth century. He
claimed that the distortions of
Muslim teachings today is just as
devastating as it was to Catholics.
"I'm
very
aware
that
Christianity is the foundation
of terror that sullied the name
of Christians," McElroy said.
"Now extremists have hijacked
Islam, and we have given creed
to that image in the U.S."
To combat the Muslim
stereotypes in America, McElroy
challenged the Catholic community
to befriend the Muslim men and
women in their community. He
stated that understanding different
cultures and faiths is enrichment
of individual lives and of society.
"Catholics
should
seek
deeper
friendships
with
their Muslim coworkers and
neighbors," McElroy said. "It
is the most important antidote
to bigotry and segregation.
McElroy's last challenge to
the Catholic community was to
walk in solidarity to fight for a
future in the Middle East so there
can be freedom for the Muslim,
Christian, and Jewish communities.
"Let us as Catholics and
Muslims advance the Middle
East and the World to see all

people of the earth in the vision
of the God who is the father
of the world," McElroy said.
He encouraged the audience
to stand in solidarity and advance
policies for a new future in the world.
Syeed, the Office of Interfaith
and Community Alliances Director
of the Islamic Society of North
America, sang a similar tune in his
keynote address. Citing an ancient
friendship between Christians
and Muslims, Syeed emphasized
the need to reconcile that mutual
respect from the ancient times.
"Muslims and Catholics have
Photo courtesy of Kristine Renee/lnstitute of Peace and Justice
had a long stretch of confrontation
that divided the world and Bishop McElroy challenged Catholics to develop better
friendships with Muslims in their community.
developed a lot of negative
attitudes and stereotypes," Syeed the Catholics in the audience. to violence and the criminal
said. "Everything reflected the
"Many years ago Catholics dimensions of political conflicts.
divide between these two faiths." thought the world was flat, but you
Talking about the importance
Syeed noted that the best all convinced them that it's not," of grassroots campaigns for
change in this divide came with Syeed said. "But nowadays you interfaith
cooperation,
both
the reform of the Catholic church, can't find a Catholic who doesn't McElroy and Syeed agreed that the
which led to a more understanding know that the world is round. Now most important change happens
and accepting nature toward the we have a similar task on our hands. at the small community level.
Muslim and Jewish communities. We must make sure every Catholic
Carpenter ended the night
Despite this change, Syeed knows that Muslims are the best with an insight into change.
noticed that the world has entered allies fighting here and overseas."
"Evolutions
take
place
a new era of Muslim hate.
"The real challenge is without deviating from traditions,
"With the emergence of ISIS, changing all the ideologies and just diving deeper within those
the terminology of the crusades philosophies," Syeed said. "Now traditions,"
Carpenter
said.
has come back," Syeed said. that global extremism is available
Hosting an event of this social
"This new situation appropriated for eveiyone, the fight against and political importance at USD
that language, and it's scaiy extremism is a global fight. It does shows that the IPJ is a leader for
because young people respond not rest on any individual group." social justice and change. As
to the crusading language."
Ami Carpenter, PhD., of these dialogues continue across
Syeed's solution to this spread the IPJ, helped to facilitate the nation, Catholic communities
of ISIS is to continue dialogues the discussion portion of the like USD's will be encouraged to
like they are having across the dialogue. Carpenter is a USD band together with the Muslim
nation. He ended his speech professor, and her research communities to fight social
on a lighter note, challenging
focuses on community resilience injustices
across
the
globe.

The war on wiretapping
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SARAH BREWINGTON

country signed off on hundreds
of investigations. Wiretapping,
The war on drugs may have while legal, is limited to a last
run into the fourth amendment ditch effort by law enforcement
in Riverside, California. After officials to collect evidence for
extensive
investigations, a case. While the Riverside law
USA Today uncovered that enforcement officials intercepted
wiretapping, intended to combat several drug exchanges and
the
question
the war on drugs, has also shipments,
breached telephone conversations remains if they went too far.
in hundreds of American homes.
Some are saying that the
According to USA Today, officials became too zealous in
Riverside was the location of their attempts to catch the bad
about one-fifth of all wiretaps guys and violated rights to privacy.
Political science professor
in the United States last year.
Intercepting nearly two million at the University of San Diego,
conversations
in
thousands Del Dickson, PhD., believes
of homes, U.S. government that some evaluation of privacy
officials attempted to sequester conduct should take place.
"The government ought
the drug business that takes
place near the Los Angeles area. to take a top-to-bottom look at
Wiretapping
reaches current government procedures
many aspects of the California for obtaining warrants in wiretap
community.
USD
former cases, especially in instances
basketball star Brandon Johnson where the government claims
was convicted- of bribery three a national security interest, or
years ago after the FBI used claims a need to be able to plant
wire taps, amongst other means, a wiretap without a warrant,"
to uncover a scheme involving Dickson said. "We ought to make
fixing basketball games. Johnson sure that the judge/magistrate
was sentenced to six months in is truly neutral, and holds the
prison in 2013 and told ESPN in government to its burden of
2014 that he is a new person and demonstrating probable cause
is getting back into basketball. before any wiretap can be used."
USA Today reported that
Law enforcement officials
are allowed to wiretap with many of the court documents
acceptable probable cause and and precise numbers of wiretaps
a court order under the fourth were sealed to the public.
believes that this
amendment. According to the Dickson
USA Today investigation a judge too should be under review.
"Finally, the evidence used
who authorized more wiretaps
than any other judge in the to obtain the wiretap, and the
STAFF WRITER
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Correction:
In last week's issue of The
USD Vista, it was printed
Photo courtesy of GIMFGA/Vikimedia Commons

Authorities wiretap hundreds of LA homes in drug stings.
judge's decision, should be
considered a public record, and
subject to public review — not
locked up in a top-secret file
in some nameless government
office in an undisclosed location
somewhere,"
Dickson
said.
Dickson
explained
how
wiretapping
is
a
violation
of
privacy.
"Americans
have
a
constitutional right of privacy,
that includes a total ban on
unreasonable
searches
and
seizures
under
the
Fourth
Amendment," Dickson said.
"Wiretapping
involves
a
search and seizure of private
communications, and it is covered
by the Fourth Amendment."
Dickson
explained
that
while the government's goals
are admirable, the tenacity to
achieve the end goal might get

in the way of correct procedure.
"The
problem
is
that
government, often with the best
motives, inevitably tries to cheat
on the warrant requirement,"
Dickson said. "This has been
especially true with national
security cases, but it is also true
of law enforcement efforts to
deal with everyday crimes."
The USA Today reported that
because of government shortcuts,
amongst further review several
cases were overturned because of
the way evidence was obtained.
While wiretapping seems
to be an invasion of privacy,
there is no promise of stricter
wiretapping laws. Although USD
community members may not
have to worry about their own
homes being wiretapped it is a
different story for individuals
in the greater Los Angeles area.

that Dr. Teja Singh cares
for Mike Girard's guide
dog. Dr. Singh's first name
is Sarbjit, not Teja.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
February 8
Multiple locations on campus
At approximately 4:52 p.m. Public Safety received a CARE Advo
cate Report of possible stalking. Upon investigation it was deter
mined that repeated unwanted contact was experienced by an indi
vidual between Jan. 25 and Feb. 8.
February 11
Alcala Vistas Parking Lot!University Terrace Parking Lot
At approximately 8:48 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of
suspicious activity near the Alcala Vista Apartment Parking Lot bike
rack. Upon investigation two individuals, matching the reported de
scription, were contacted near the University Terrace Parking Lot.
The individuals were found to be in possession of burglary tools and
in possession of a controlled substance.
February 15
Corner of Santa Ana Drive and Torero Way
At approximately 9:24 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of
theft on campus. Upon investigation it was determined that a "No
Skateboarding" sign was removed from a pole on the corner of
Santa Ana Drive and Torero Way.
February 16
Location: Legal Research Center
At approximately 9:34 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of
theft on campus. Upon investigation it was determined a USB power
adapter was taken from the wall in the lobby. No other items were
reported missing.
February 18
Location: Legal Research Center
At approximately 8 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of van
dalism in the Legal Research Center. Upon investigation graffiti was
found on two study cubicles in the Law Library. Facilities Manage
ment was notified to remove the graffiti.

February 18
Torero Way and Jenny Craig Pavilion Circle
At approximately 1:55 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report
of theft on campus. Upon investigation it was determined that a
"No Skateboarding" sign was removed from a pole on Torero
Way in front of the Jenny Craig Pavilion.
February 19
Location: Olin Parking Lot
At approximately 12:38 p.m. Public Safety responded to a
report of theft on campus. Upon investigation it was determined
that a USD Parking Permit was taken from a scooter parked in
the Olin Parking Lot. The permit was zip tied to the scooter. No
other items were reported missing.
February 19
Manchester Village Residence Hall
At approximately 9:46 p.m. Public Safety responded to the
report of an intoxicated individual on campus. Upon investiga
tion the individual was contacted, identified as a resident stu
dent and evaluated by paramedics. The individual was deter
mined to be unable to care for them self and was transported to
Detox.
February 22
Location: Camino Hall
At approximately 1:10 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report
of vandalism in Camino Hall. Upon investigation graffiti was
found in a men's restroom stall. Facilities Management was no
tified to remove the graffiti.
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Amazon Prime now offers food delivery
Students without a car have an alternative option to get food delivered
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DIEGO LUNA
BUSINESS EDITOR

@diegotothemoon
Gentlemen, I fear that
many of us have forgotten
how to dress appropriately.
Our female counterparts make
it look so easy and seamless.
were
young!i
Heck,
We should begin to explore
and experiment with what is
appropriate to wear and what is not.
My
favorite
word
is
versatility, because it invokes
a sense of spontaneity and
originality. No one wants to
look the same 365 days a year,
so let's change it up dudes.
The time to invest in the
purchasing process is just as
important as the things we buy.
Of course, I am not asking you
to go on an expensive shopping
spree to Fashion Valley. There
are cKeaper alternatives that
solely rest on our judgements
to accept certain clothing items
as timeless or as commodities.
Take for instance, the
tie. It's timeless, classy, and
asserts a bold statement. After
your business is done you may
comfortably roll your sleeves
one-quarter of the way up, loosen
up your tie, but keep your shirt
tucked in. This a practical reaction
and an enticing social gesture.
The key to mastering how to
dress in your 20s can be summed
up in three simple yet meaningful
words: know your environment.
Keep in mind, the first
impression is the last impression.
Intuitively, I'd like to share
three simple tips with all you
gentlemen that you can apply
today that you and your employer
would probably appreciate. Since
business casual is what I wear
the most, I can probably talk
about my own style the best.
No. 1: Make sure your
clothes are neatly pressed. Guys
this is important, you cannot
iron a shirt while wearing it.
No. 2: Learn to look after your
shoes, because those light brown
$200 Steve Madden wingtip
dress shoes are light brown,
not hickory-burnt gingerbread
brown. No. 3: Be comfortable
in whatever you choose to wear,
and try not to always follow
trends and don't be afraid to
go outside your comfort zone.
All in all, the goal is
to embrace change and be
comfortable while doing it. A
gentleman practices sprezzatura
so that he can get it right, and
for goodness sake, your shoes
should only match your belt.

Amazon Prime is a staple for
many students at the University
of San Diego, offering a wide
selection of movies, TV shows,
and free shipping on ordered
items. Amazon now offers a new
food delivery service through
its app, Amazon Prime Now.
This service is similar to
the other food delivery services
such as Postmates and Doordash.
These two apps are already
commonly used by students at
USD, but Amazon's Prime Now
may become the new top fooddelivery app amongst students.
Amazon Prime Now is
an app that allows members of
Amazon Prime to order products
and items to be delivered within
a few hours. Amazon has now
added a food delivery service
to the app, partnering with local
restaurants and shops and in
turn changing their business
model in competing with new
and greater market segments.
According to the San
Diego Union Tribune, through
the Amazon Prime Now app,
San Diego residents can get hot
food delivered to them from over
90 restaurants, in 16 different
zip code zones throughout the
city. These local restaurants
include Cafe21, Rubicon Deli,
Miller's Field, Tandoori House,
Devine
Pastabilities,
Native
Foods Cafe, and Embargo Grill.
Amazon has also partnered
with various convenience, liquor,
and grocery stores, allowing
you to order everything from
grocery items to household
necessities such as toothpaste
and
laundry
detergent.
In contrast, the food delivery
app Postmates offers consumers
a selection of various different
restaurants, such as J&T Thai
Street Food, The Kebab Shop,
Tender Greens, Chipotle, Puesto,
and Board & Brew. Postmates also
offers delivery services from local
grocery and convenience stores.
Prime Now's food delivery
service was first
launched in
San Diego to be used as a test
market in November. The service
has since been competing with
Postmates, Doordash, and other
food-delivery services. San Diego
was the seventh city in the U.S.
for the service to be released in.
Prime Now's food delivery
is currently available in just
over 20 cities, as the company
is still testing the service
in these different locations.
Amazon's Prime Now app
works similarly to Postmates
and Doordash: you search
nearby restaurants within your
zipcode, place an order, and
the food is delivered to you.

Prime
Now
guarantees
your food to be delivered within
an hour, and you can keep track
of the status of your food as it
is on its way to you. As of now,
the company charges no delivery
fee for users in San Diego.
Amazon
isn't
the

Since Postmates and
Doordash are already used
by many students, it now is
a question of whether more
students will become Amazon
Prime members in order to take
advantage of this new service.
Sophomore Anika Ahuja

"Since I've had such great experiences with
their other services, I would he more willing to
continue to use their service." — Anika Ahuja
only new company to be
entering the app-based food
delivery
market,
however.
The taxi service Uber
has developed its own version
of speedy food delivery, with
its new app called UberEATS.
This app is completely separate
from the original Uber rideshare
app, so you can't use it to find
transportation.
Instead,
just
like Postmates and Amazon
Prime Now, UberEATS allows
you to order hot food from a
selection of restaurants in the
local area, and it is delivered
to you by an Uber driver.
Amazon's
new
food
service is an added benefit to
those who already use Amazon
Prime, as members are receiving
more bang for their buck.
Amazon
requires
one
annual fee of about $99 to
become a member, and shipping
of all ordered items is free.
However, Prime Now does
not currently offer all of the same
restaurant choices as services
such as Postmates, and offers
options that are generally less
popular with students of USD.

has not used the food delivery
app Postmates, but shared
her thoughts on this service
and of Amazon Prime Now.
"It's expensive to get things
delivered so I haven't had the
desire to order anything from
Postmates," Ahuja said. "My
mom is a member of Amazon
Prime Now and I use her account!
I love their quick delivery on
prime goods. I honestly didn't

disappointed with the pricing,"
Velez said. "They charge you
a high-price delivery fee and
you're expected to tip the driver
along with the delivery fee which
is sometimes more than what
you pay for the -actual food."
Velez also shared her
thoughts
on the Amazon
Prime
Now
app's
new
food
delivery
service.
"I'm already an Amazon
Prime member, but their food
delivery service would make
me become a member if I was
not already one", Velez said.
While students who already
have an account with Amazon
Prime are most likely to take
advantage of their new food
delivery service, this added
service may make an Amazon
Prime membership more attractive
to students without an account.
In general, food delivery
apps such as Postmates and

" I ' m aready a n Amazon Prime member,
but their food delivery service would
make me become a member if I was
— Maxine Velez
not already one."
know they were doing food
delivery but since I've had such
great experiences with their other
services, I would be more willing
to continue to use their service."
Senior Maxine Velez has
used Postmates to get food
delivered to her and is also a
member of Amazon Prime.
"I have used Postmates
on two occasions and the
process itself is an easy and
convenient experience, but I was

Amazon Prime Now are useful
to hungry students without
a car on USD's campus.
With
food
ordering
services provided by apps
such as Amazon Prime Now
and UberEATS, the local food
delivery market is becoming
increasingly
competitive.
Only time will tell which
app will become the most
successful
amongst
USD
students and San Diego residents.
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The app Amazon Prime Now is a new option for students without a car to get food delivered to.
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Cocktails sipping away at SD craft beer
The craft beer capital of the world is now changing to a modern mixed-drink market

DIEGO LUNA
BUSINESS EDITOR

@diegotothemoon
The
liquor
industry
was once the outsider of the
alcohol world but in recent
times has been steadily gaining
popularity due to a major
cocktail reversal that one could
even call a cultural renaissance.
Prohibition in the United
States
was
a
nationwide
controversy, a constitutional
ban on the sale, production,
importation, and transportation
of all alcoholic beverages. This
seemingly unfortunate embargo
lasted 13 years, from 1920-1933.
This article is not meant to
advocate for underage drinking.
On the flip side, even if you're
over 21, be mindful that drinking
alcohol diminishes everyone's
ability to function properly.
For a long time the
city of San Diego has been
dubbed the craft beer capital
of the United States, and some
might even say of the world.
Ballast Point, Stone Brewery
Gardens, and Karl Strauss
are three of the most popular
craft breweries in San Diego.
Places such as Park and
Rec., Madison, and Polite
Provisions are some favorite

craft eateries in the North Park
and University Heights area.
The Wall Street Journal has
said that total alcohol revenue
for producers rose 30 percent
over the past 10 years to $68

Students at the University
of San Diego who are over the
age of 21 shared their thoughts on
this new shift in popular culture.
Senior Colton Michael
Moore explains why he prefers

Okay, so what exactly are
craft cocktails? Simply put,
they are cocktails in which
every element that goes into
the drink is handmade or
tailored specifically to the drink.
SDSU
graduate
Craig

aromatic
Angostura
bitters.
There are some restaurants
that go the extra mile and even
make barrel-aged spirits that
are prepared by bartenders with
unusual flavor
combinations.
Whether simple or complex,

"Cocktails are more refreshing and less
filling, brews are just heavier, especially the
—Colton Moore
porters and stouts."

Photo courtesy of LexnGer/ Flickr CC

Craft cocktails have been all the hype in San Diego.

billion from $52.2 billion. Of
that, liquor increased 40 percent
to $24.1 billion. While the craft
beer market is still well over
that of the spirits, there is no
denying that many distilleries
have been stepping up their game.

craft cocktails over craft beer.
"It really depends on my
mood," Moore said. "Cocktails
are more refreshing and less
filling, brews are just more
filling and heavier, especially
those porters and stouts."

Lieberman was a barista at
Starbucks and Lestat's on
Park.
Lieberman
compares
how mass produced coffee and
single serve coffee relates to
craft cocktails and craft beer.
"When I was at Starbucks,
we had a routine when we made
drinks," Lieberman said. "Pour
warm milk, press button, use big
spoon, done. But in Lestat's we
made each cup to order and the
tools we used were crafty and
fun, craft cocktails is essentially
the same. But beer is made
in huge batches nowadays so
there's not too much craftiness."
Nowadays, you will see
drinks served in elegant and
crafty custom glassware usually
poured over custom ice cubes.
The drinks are then moderately
mixed with house-made syrups
and finished
with a dash of

the results are cocktails that are
made with a lot more care than
your usual mixed drinks and
deliver a much more satisfying
experience. Essentially, it's a
value added service and product.
That is what the the craft
beer and craft cocktails tend to
sell, and deliver an experience.
It's no longer about the simply
made Smirnoff cranberry drink.
Now it's about craft drinks such
as the Rose Hinted Glass cocktail,
which is made by VSOP Cognac,
fresh lemon juice, fennel tea
syrup, a few drops of rose water,
and garnished with two mint
leaves. The process of making
craft cocktails is a lot like that
of the artisan food movement,
focusing on flavor, high quality
ingredients and taking your time
in order to do those ingredients
justice.That is a craft and a beauty.

Students conflict with Tu Mercado's opening hours
Students argue whether Tu Mercado should open earlier

DIEGO LUNA
BUSINESS EDITOR

@diegotothemoon
The University of San
Diego plays host to many dining
locations. One of the most sought
out places on campus is Tu
Mercado, more fondly known as
Tu Merc. Tu Merc offers students
a range of produce, grocery
goods, dorm accessories, and
perhaps most importantly, coffee.
Some students believe that
Tu Merc's hours of operation
are not lenient enough for early
risers, or as they are sometimes
called, the morning birds.
Simply put, Tu Mercado
is useful for many things and
many students, but unfortunately
some students want their coffee
or tea before their 7:45 a.m.
classes—especially students that
live on the east side of campus.
Currently, Tu Mercado
is
open
Monday
through
Sunday, from 8 a.m - 11 p.m.
There are other places on
campus and in the Linda Vista
area where one can get a morning
snack and get their coffee fix,
such as La Paloma and Aromas.
Both of these locations
are open at 7 a.m. Monday
through Friday. For those
with a car, Starbucks is
also right down the street.
Missions Cafe is another
option for coffee for those who
live in the Valley, but it is does
not open every day until 10 a.m.
Junior Max Cardinale shares

his thoughts as a student commuter.
"Yeah I could see how
opening Tu Mercado earlier
would be helpful to students
with early classes," Cardinale
said. "But, I'm never on campus
that early. Also, it doesn't help
that Starbucks down the street

especially when I'm trying to
buy myself some cough drops
at Tu Merc before my 8 a.m.
class. I do wish they were open
at least half an hour earlier."
The issue isn't that Tu
Merc doesn't carry all of the
basic student essentials; rather,

"It's tough enough waking up early and
commuting, but it's even harder going to
school when I'm sick especially when I'm
sick...I do wish they were open at least
—Colton Moore
half an hour earlier."
doesn't have a drive through."
While the other cafes on
campus supply coffee and food,
only at Tu Mercado can a student
get cold and cough medications,
among
other
toiletries.
For those who have work
and obligations on the east side
of campus early in the morning,
having Tu Mercado open earlier
than 8 a.m. could be very helpful
and could bring the store greater
business, especially considering
Mission Cafe's lrfte opening hours.
This is pertinent to students living
on campus and without a car.
Sophmore
Alexis
Murray is also a student
commuter and expresses her
frustration in regards to Tu
Mercado's hours of operations.
"It's tough enough waking
up early and commuting to
campus
Monday-Thursday,"
Murray said. "It's even harder
going to school when I'm sick,

the issue is that students—
both residents and commuters
alike—cannot access Tu Merc's
goods and services early enough.
The earliest a student can
get a coffee on the entire east side
of campus is not until 8 a.m. at Tu
Mercado, which is later than many
students' class schedules begin.
In addition to this, Tu
Merc is also the first stop for
many first year students that
live in the Valley as well as for
commuter students who park
their cars in the east parking lot.
On the flipside,
other
students are more passive about
the issue and seem to be unaffected
by Tu Mercado's store hours.
Senior Colton Michael
Moore used to be an avid
Tu
Mercado
shopper.
Moore shared his thoughts
on
Tu
Mercado's
hours.
"When I used to live on
campus I would chose to have

early classes," Moore said.
"Recently, I seem to not be
affected as others might, but I
can see why some students would
like to have access to Tu Mercado
earlier than their first class."
It is not 100 percent certain
that Tu Mercado will open half
an hour earlier or if it would even
solve student inconvenience.
What
is
certain,
is
that USD overall dining at
USD
has received national

rankings
and
awards
for
excellence in university dining.
USD
hires
culinary
mavericks from a variety of
renowned institutions which
include The Art Institute and
Johnson and Wales University.
Nevertheless, students can
continue to enjoy eating at the
various locations on campus, as
campus dining has been ranked
#17 nationwide for best campus
food according to Niche Rankings.
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Grocery store
low down

JAMIE EDDY
FEATURE EDITOR

A few weeks ago some of
you Vista readers had a chance
to follow along with a recent
obstacle that was throw my way,
but even if you missed out, I'll
tell you again. I ended up having
surgery on my knee, but I promise
this column won't be about that.
Last week I had my postoperation check-up and the doc
cleared me from using crutches.
Although I am still unable to
take long walks on the beach
- ha - I have the use of my
hands back. Long story short, I
went a bit crazy at the grocery
store after my appointment.
Since I was already in
La Jolla, I chose to shop at
Whole Foods. It was not all that
shocking, yet still gave me a
slight heart palpitation, when
I blew $80. This didn't even
include alcohol and other goodies
that I usually buy when shopping.
Whole Foods is overrated,
over-priced, and overwhelming.
The„ store .is, massive, with too
much variety, I would argue. My
eyes wandered over more than 50
different kinds of almond butter
until I finally gave up. In addition,
six pieces of tofu set me back $12
and a miniature salad burned an
$8 hole straight through my tote.
Although I love looking,
at the options, I think it is silly
to spend a large sum of my
paycheck only to leave with
a small basket full of food.
I am an advocate for Sprouts
and Trader Joe's because they are
both relatively small, maintain
the perfect amount of options, and
are actually very well priced for
the quality of the food they sell.
Trader Joe's is my go-to
because I know exactly what I
want and will consume. Also,
they have so many good items
that often go unnoticed, such
as their sesame seed crackers,
arid unsalted, miniature almond
packets; and you can't forget
their cheap, yet delicious
international wine selection.
Sprouts is similar to Trader
Joe's in terms of excellent
customer service, great location,
and tons of good snacks.
However, Sprouts stands out
because they have the best
produce, hands down. Whenever
I am in the store, I always see
the employees cleaning and
restocking new fruits and veggies.
Also, they have a sandwich
counter that never lets me down.
Based on experience, I've
come to the conclusion that
the hype on Whole Foods is
ridiculous. I think students would
have an easier, more enjoyable,
and less stressful time shopping
at Trader Joe's or Sprouts.

Photo Courtesy of USD Wellness website

Supporting and educating USD students regarding nutritious and intuitive eating in order to maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Eating Disorder Awareness Week
USD creates healthy eating initiatives in support of National Eating Disorder Week

KRISTA PINYAN
CONTRIBUTOR

You may have heard of the
Writing Center, One Stop, or
the Office of Financial Aid, but
are you familiar with any of the
Wellness Offices on campus?
University of San Diego
offers many different resources
on campus that assist with
academics, anxiety, alcohol and
other drugs, but also has many
outlets that support the socialemotional well-being of students.

shape and health conscientious.
"It's nice because I don'thave
to take time out of my day to work
out, it's just naturally a part of my
schedule," Gengenbacher said.
Although she is very
physically active, Gengenbacher
believes the benefits of healthy
eating
triumphs
exercise.
"Eating is much more
important
in
my
eyes,"
Gengenbacher said. "A lot of
the time, I don't realize that
what I put in my body is fuel
for my day. It'll help me pay

"There are no good or bad foods... rather, food is
medicine, and we move toward foods that energize
and stabilize us and make us feel well...
-USD Center for Health and Wellness
Promotion
This week honors the
National
Eating
Disorder
Awareness
Week.
From
Monday Feb. 22 to Friday
Feb. 26, there will be events on
campus to promote awareness
and create dialogue regarding
these disorders, which many
college students suffer from.
In the United States,
according to the National Eating
Disorders Association, 20 million
women and 10 million men suffer
from a clinically diagnosed eating
disorder at' some time in their
life, including anorexia nervosa,
bulimia nervosa, or binge eating.
Even more alarming, according to
The Walden Center for Education
and Research, 40 percent of
female college students have
eating disorders and 91 percent
of female college students
have attempted to control
their weight through dieting..
Although these numbers
may be frightening, these
statistics
don't
stop
the
community of USD from living
a healthy lifestyle. USD students,
along with the Wellness Centers
offer great advice on how to lead
an active and healthy lifestyle.
Some students find it easy
to maintain a healthy routine by
being involved in sports teams
on campus, in addition to offcampus extracurricular activities.
Sophomore
Kristen
Gengenbacher, a member of
the Women's Volleyball team,
admits that playing volleyball
makes it easier for her to stay in

attention in my classes, have
the energy to exercise, and not
to mention, there are long term
benefits for eating healthy."
Another sport fanatic, junior
Felipe Toscano has found being on
the Men's Soccer team is helpful
for staying in shape, not only
because of the strenuous level of
physical activity, but also due to
the support of his US D teammates.
"There is nothing like
being a part of a successful team
where everyone contributes

to each player's wellness," also important to be realistic.
Toscano said. "As a team, Everybody has. a different
we share meals together and shape and sometimes you have
try to constantly remind each to come to the terms that no
other to make healthy choices, matter what you do you may
because there is no 1 in team." not turn into a 5'11" toned and
If you spend your free time tanned Victoria's Secret model."
The Center for Health and
studying, participating in sorority
and fraternity life, or laying low .Wellness Promotion at USD
and watching Hulu, keep in mind released new information on
that you don't have to be orv a their site regarding nutrition and
sports team to live a healthy healthy eating. Specifically there
or physically intense lifestyle. is a movement toward intuitive
Senior
Giulia
Dugo eating, a positive non-diet based
discusses that although it may route to weight management
be easy to take the semi-fast with the goal of choosing to eat
tram, she sticks to walking. food without guilt or judgement.
"There are no good or bad
"I try to avoid the tram, so I
can spend more time outside and foods... rather, food is medicine,
walk more," Dugo said. "I also and we move toward foods that
am a big believer in the power of ..energize and stabilize us and
vitamin C,so1 start every morning make us feel well,but we also give
with a glass of Emergen-C consideration to the enjoyment
for my
immune system." factor and true preferences
Dugo opens up about (versus eating only what we

"I try to avoid the tram, so I can spend more time
outside and walk more."
-Giulia Dugo
eating disorders and what
she
would
recommend
about maintaining a healthy
perception toward body image.
"At the end of the day,
you have to love and live with
yourself," Dugo said. "It's

Items produced in accordance
with Fair Trade offer better
trading conditions to, and secures
the rights of, marginalized
producers
and workers.

Contains no gluten. People who
have celiac disease are unable to
eat gluten.

Contains 3 grams of fat, or less,
for every 100 calories,
and 500 calories, or less,
per serving.

Contains 70-94%
organic ingredients.

Made from recycled materials and
can be recycled.

Contains ingredients purchased
from a local company or farm.

See above links to numerous
Gluten-Free options.

Tu Mercado has a wide array of
organic foods and products

Contains no ingredients from animal
or dairy products.

Contains no peanuts
or tree nuts.
's Bistro is a nut-free

dining facility

Contains no meat, fish, poultry,
shellfish, or products derived
from these sources.

Ail dining paper goods (napkins,
to go containers, etc.) are made
from recycled content

Photo Courtesy of USD Wellness website

Common labels on packaging help students eat healthy.

think we 'should' eat)," USD
Center for Health and Wellness
statement
says.
"Intuitive
eaters are attuned at listening
and
responding
organically
to hunger and fullness cues."
While it might be easy to
get distracted by the pasta bar,
crepes, or pizza that USD offers,
the dining facilities offer a wide
variety of healthy food options that
are more appealing and satisfying
than just lettuce on a plate.
Egg whites, brown rice,
veggies, noodles, baked chicken
or fish, and tofu are always
available, not to mention full
access to a great salad bar
which offers different types
of protein and condiments for
vegetarian and vegan based diets.
Look for these symbols on
your favorite treats at Tu Mercado,
Pavilion Dining and Missions
Cafe for the low down on different
food and drink characteristics
that promote healthy dietary
needs
and
restrictions.
It'may be tempting to skip
a meal because you know Spring
Break is around the corner,
but remember there are other
options for staying in shape and
maintaining a healthy diet without
compromising all the good things,
including occasional indulgences.
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What I Be Project
For the past six years, Steve Rosenfield has traveled the nation to empower individuals to embrace their insecuri
ties. Through the photographs that make up the What I Be Project, he showcases that these insecurities do not
define our life, rather they make us stronger.
"My hope is that the What I Be project creates dialogue and allows people to understand and know that we are
not all alone," photographer Steve Rosenfield said. "We can share things that are going on with us and we can tell
our story and people will listen."
Rosenfield's original goal of the project was to photograph 100-150 people and create a coffee table book. How
ever, this coffee table idea has turned into a global project, showcasing over 2,800 participants. He has photo
graphed high schools, Ivy League Universities, the cast of "Orange is the New Black", and now the University of San
Diego.
"All the schools are very similar, whether it is a prestigious school or a lesser known school," Rosenfield said. "I have
noticed we all are the same, we all have insecurities, and we all suffer from pain."
Sophomore Dylan Valdivia, member of the Changemaker HUB, met Rosenfield at a High School conference in
2013 and was looking forward to bringing Rosenfield to USD.
"I followed Steve traveling to all these colleges around that nation and thought it would be beneficial to the USD
community," Valdivia said. "Thus far I've already seen an impact on this campus and people coming together."
Over the course of six days, 73 student and faculty members participated in the 45-minute long sessions. Rosen
field stated that he met and photographed more faculty at USD than any other school.
"It was pretty nice to see faculty involved in the project)because it shows that they struggle with insecurities even
as a professor at a higher level," Rosenfield said.
The WIB photos are available on Steve Rosenfield's Facebook page and have inspired members of the USD com
munity to participate in the project. Among those inspired include AS President, senior Katie Coutermarsh.
"I had seen the work done online and I was really moved by people's honesty and what they were sharing and I
admired that they could go in front of a camera and write something that was close to them and I wanted to be a
part of it too," Coutermarsh said.
The Changemaker Hub, Residential Life, Black Student Union, Associated Students, Center for Health and Wellness
Promotion, and other campus organizations have partnered to create a gallery showcasing the project during
Diversity Week in March.
Rosenfield will be back on the USD campus for Diversity week on March 10 for a night of discussion and
face-to-face interaction for all the WIB participants, in addition to the rest of the USD community held in the IPJ
Theater. Members of the community will be able to share their experiences participating in the project and listen
to Rosenfield go more in depth about his overall experience with this nationwide movement.
The Changemaker Hub hopes that this project will inspire the USD community to be open and honest with our
selves and others, as well as to show that everyone faces insecurities but that you're never alone. Expressing these
insecurities may promote a unique dialogue on campus to show support for our fellow Toreros.
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Shaun White's festival returns to Los Angeles for a second year

MILES MITCHELL
ASST. A&C EDITOR
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ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

I am currently a sophomore
living on campus with no car.
Yet, I am so very grateful for
the magnificent Pacific Ocean
on my walk to Bert's Bistro.
Not having a car can be a lowkey tragedy especially when you
are a beach enthusiast like me. I
have already decided I am going
to retire some place where I can
be a few feet away from putting
my toes in the sand, swimming
in a refreshing body of water,
and watching the sun dip into the
horizon as it creates a beautiful
cotton candy colored sky.
Although I may not be able
to casually drive myself to the
beach whenever I want, there are
some spontaneous opportunities
in which my friends will take
me in their cars. For example,
the other day my friends and I
went to Better Buzz at Mission
Beach: a spur-of-the-moment
kind of decision because my
afternoon class got cancelled.
The distance from our
campus to the ocean is quite
convenient. After receiving our
coffee, we walked to the beach
to enjoy our mocha lattes, the
view of our pristine location,
and one another's company.
It was then I realized how
fortunate I am to even have
these kinds of opportunities to
enjoy those moments in which
I can revel in the beauty of
nature and presence of great
friends. This was also a moment
that helped me put the idea
of gratitude into perspective.
I always think of the phrase
"you don't know what you've
got until it's gone," such as not
realizing the value of a car until
you no longer have one to drive
it wherever you want. Or going
back to my hometown with a
backyard view of my neighbor's
house, instead of the sun setting
on the horizon of Mission Beach.
I should be so grateful at every
moment I get to live this beautiful
life I have been blessed with, and
often times I fail to show that
appreciation. Sometimes I can get
so caught up in my own self that I
complain about the things I don't
have, rather than recognizing the
things I do have. And these things
that I do have right now, what
if they were to be taken away
one day for whatever reason?
Would having to lose what I have
enable me to truly acknowledge
its value? I hope not, because I
want to be able to show gratitude
for all of the people I've met, the
places I've seen, and the things I
own. And maybe I do recognize
all of these things in my life, I
just think I will never lose them.
So here is my challenge to
you (and myself). Rather than
treasure what we have after it
has gone away, let us be thankful
for still having it at this very
moment. Life happens and things
come and go. Let's be grateful
for those people and those
things while we still have them.

Professional snowboarders
hit the slopes and music
performers hit the stages in Los
Angeles last weekend for Shaun
White's Air+Style Festival. It
is the only festival of its kind
featuring a combination of
live music performances, art
and technology exhibits, and
a
snowboard
competition.
The festival took place on
Saturday and Sunday in EXPO
Park at the LA Coliseum, where
the 16-story-high snowboard
jump
towered
over
the
neighborhood and music could be
heard in the streets blocks away.
A variety of musical
performances
spanned
over
the weekend on two different
stages. Hip-hop sets included
ASAP Ferg, Action Bronson,
Danny Brown, Migos, Flatbush
Zombies, Bas, Cozz, and
Omen. Electronic and DJ sets
came from Kaskade, A-Trak,
Rudimental, Netsky, Kill Them
With Colour, Paz, Gramatik,
Kaneholler, Big Grams, and
Travis Barker. Few in number,
but not any less popular were the
rock bands including Incubus,
HAIM, The Struts, and All Time
Low. Allie'X, an up-and-coming
artist, was the only pop act.
Sophomore
Alexis
Tetreault attended many of the
live performances including the
group HAIM and was amazed by
the talented sisters' performance.
"They were three sisters who
have such amazing talent, playing
cool and mellow music,"Tetreault
said. "They were bom in San
Fernando, so it was cool seeing
them play in their hometown."
Some of the Air+Style's
featured music acts were Travis
Barker and the new collaboration
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Big Grams consist of Big Boi from OutKast and the musical duo, Phantogram.
of artists Phantogram and Big
Boi, formed together as Big
Grams. Travis Barker, who is
most known him for his success
in the band, Blink-182, surprised
the audience by taking the stage,
solo, to play drums in a DJ mixset.
Songs included in his mix were
wide-ranging moving from heavy
bass hip-hop songs from the likes
of Drake and Fetty Wap, to the
classic punk song "Blitzkrieg
Bop," by the Ramones, and
even the thrash metal hit from
Metallica, "Master of Puppets."
On Sunday, Big Grams
played a set that included songs
from their self-titled album
such as, "Drum Machine" and
"Lights On." However, they
also added mashed-up hits from
their separate musical ventures
such as, "Ms. Jackson," a
song from Big Boi's days with
Outkast, and "Black Out Days,"
a popular Phantogram song.
The music performances
coincided with a Best Trick
snowboard competition featuring

24 of the world's most talented
snowboarders,exclusively invited
to the tour. The professional
athletes competed in head-tohead matchups, knockout style,
attempting their best combination
of their most impressive tricks.
Unfortunately,
the
combination of sport and music
created aclash of interests between
concert goers and action sports
enthusiasts. Audience members
had to choose between getting a
good view for the snowboarding
competition or the
music
performances, but the crowd
seemed to gravitate to the music.
Tetreault noticed this trend
at the event and was disappointed
in the crowd's lack of enthusiasm
the
snowboarding.
for
"More people came to see
J. Cole than the snowboarding,"
Tetreault said. "I wish I got to
see more, because they were
really cool, but way more people
focused on the music. It took
away from the snowboarding
event, but it was still really

cool and I randomly saw
Shaun White walking around."
The event was on a
global tour that made stops in
Beijing, China, and Innsbruck,
Austria. Los Angeles was the
last stop for the 2015/16 tour.
Senior Kyle Fernando,
who
attended
the
event
Saturday,
offered
his
thoughts on the unique event.
"Air+Style is one of the
best events I've attended,"*
Fernando said. "It combines the
eclectic fun of a music festival
with the adrenaline-rich feel of
an X-Games event. The marriage
of the two works beautifully
and provides for an excellent
way to spend your weekend."
Palm trees and sunshine
was an unusual setting for a
giant snowboard ramp and
athletes who were used to
mountainous pine tree horizons
instead of high-rise buildings,
but the Air+Style Festival was
a pleasant and unexpected
combination of entertainment.

to grab it and go for it.' Alencar
said. "You can't hold back even
if it sometimes does not work out
the way you want, but that's life."
Alencar shares how he could
relate the plot to a lot of tragedies
he has faced in his own life and
that have deeply touched him.
"At first, I thought it was
going to be some corny, textbook
theater stuff, but it was in the
sickest little venue with amazing
lights and sound effects," Alencar
said. "It was very intimate and
it blew all of my expectations.
It was an amazing performance
by all the actors [and] actresses."
The theme of the production
offered social awareness to the
various conflicts individuals
face within communities that
are labeled as underprivileged.
Alencar thoroughly enjoyed
the concept of understanding
other people's backgrounds. He
questions if it's fair that people
who take advantage of those
opportunities don't get to seize

them because of certain tragedies,
in this case Tray's situation.
"It made me ponder about
the world— if it is fair the way
that different people get different
opportunities," Alencar said.
First year Kateri Theisen also
attended the play for her acting
class assignment and shares her
experience at the Moxie Theatre.
"Overall,
the
message
I got from the play was that
circumstance does not dictate
character,"
Theisen
said.
"Regardless of where you come
from, you can still be a different
person and do not have to be
a product of where you grew
up especially in Tray's case."
The small theater created a
more intimate interaction between
the characters and the audience
members. Theisen was thoroughly
impressed by the acting skills
of the five
member cast.
"1 thought the simple set
made it amazing and it symbolized
the humility of the characters,"

Theisen said. "The simple set
reflects how the characters do
not live this fancy lifestyle, but
that it made everything so real.
The small theater helps you see
the focus of the actors and them
not breaking character despite
their closeness to the audience."
Alencar also comments
on the acting performances
of
the
production.
"I honestly thought the
acting was superb, especially the
grandma," Alencar said. "She
was the anchor of the whole
play; she had a lot of pressure
because her scenes would go
from present to past in the
blink of an eye. Her transitions
of emotions were superb. It
really touched you because at
one point you were smiling
and then all of a sudden you
were crying with the grandma."
The
intimate
theatre
enabled the audience to truly
grasp the tragic story and the
individuals character's struggles.

Moxie Theatre presents brownsville song

TAYLER
IAYLER RV

A&C EDITOR

Some might underestimate
the legitimacy of a play by its
venue size, claiming the bigger
the better. However, there is
something to be said about
smaller, more cozy theaters
such as the Moxie Theatre in El
Cajon, San Diego. It was at this
compact theater that the audience
was able to truly connect with
the messages of the most
recent production, 'brownsville
song (b-side for tray)'. It is
a heartbreaking story of the
struggles a young man faces in his
misrepresented community, in an
effort to receive an independent
scholarship
for
college.
Senior Taz De Alencar
attended the production and
was personally affected byits
meaningful
message.
"What I took the most from
was the message that was when
you havean opportunity, you have
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The state of television is
in a compelling place right now.
If one were to ask five random
University of San Diego students
how they consume television,
they are likely to receive five
different answers. With streaming
services like Netflix, Hulu,
and HBO Go firmly planting
themselves
into
American
culture, the need for a traditional
television set with cable access
is inching toward obsolescence.
With that in mind, it is
fascinating to examine the
shows that are still part of the
more traditional realm. Making
a show for a television network
that airs at the same time every
week creates the uncertainty
of what will happen next that
drives people to keep watching.
Two of the shows carrying
the torch for weekly episodes,
especially among the 18-34
demographic,
are
Comedy
Central's "Broad City" and
HBO's "Girls". On the surface,
the shows have a long list of
commonalities. Both have allfemale main characters. Both
depict the lives of women in their
twenties trying to find their way in
the convoluted universe of New
York City. Both heavily rely on
the theme of female friendship,
and use it as a vehicle for
comedy. Both feature Hollywood
A-listers as executive producers,

any gender

high-stakes, adult drama that
comes with it. Juxtaposed with
the childlike hardships of the
Broad City girls was Mamie's
fiance being overwhelmed with
the daunting reality of marriage,
and subsequently getting cold
feet about the whole ordeal.

with "Broad City" employing
Amy Poehler and "Girls" using
the work of funnyman Judd
Apatow. Both also premiered
their new seasons last week.
When comparing the two
shows side-by-side it is easy
to surmise that "Broad City"
is the more juvenile, albeit
undeniably hilarious option,
whereas "Girls" occupies a
more mature space and time.
This idea is supported by
many factors, starting with the air
time of the shows. "Broad City"
slithers its way onto Comedy
Central airwaves on Wednesday
nights, following reruns of
"Southpark". "Girls" nabbed one
of the coveted Sunday night slots
on HBO, immediately preceding
the highbrow political satire of
John Oliver. Even the recent
season premieres lived on opposite
ends of the serious spectrum.
The third season of "Broad
City" opened on Feb. 17 with
a split-screen montage of lead
characters Abbi and liana using
their bathrooms for a myriad
of activities, ranging from
marijuana smoking to goldfish
funerals. Other shenanigans from
the season's first 21 minutes
included the duo trying to fish a
set of keys out of a Manhattan
sewer using bubblegum, and
Abbi using a port-a-potty
that gets lifted off the ground
by
construction
equipment.
"Girls" rolled out its fifth
season on Feb. 22 with an
episode centered on the character
Mamie's wedding and all the

effect on their life. When they
do, it typically washes away with
each new episode, in the same
way that when a cartoon character
destroys a city it is perfectly intact
for the show's next installment.
In short, Abbi and liana deal
with lots of unconventional

"/ really enjoy the genuine friendship
that's held between liana and Abbi.
They
are
unapologetically
and
hilariously
themselves
in
every
situation that life throws at them."
- Christina Belloso
Perhaps these differences
are merely a product of the
networks that control the shows.
Comedy Central, a cable channel,
surely understands that people
don't watch them to see extreme
character development or heavy,
heart
wrenching
situations.
For that reason, "Broad City"
is anchored on the intense,
borderline romantic relationship
between
Abbi
and
liana.
Junior Christina Belloso
thinks the palpable connection
between the two is what
makes the show such a delight.
"I really enjoy the genuine
friendship that's held between
liana and Abbi," Belloso said.
"They are unapologetically and
hilariously themselves in every
situation that life throws at them."
Rarely does the pair
experience any sort of trauma or
tragedy that will have a lasting
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scenarios, but they do so together.
Belloso admires the show's
ability to acknowledge the
ridiculousness of its characters'
lives, and have them endure
the
ridiculousness
together.
"The best part [of Abbi and
liana's relationship] is that they
navigate life and its messiness
together and somehow get
through it, always," Belloso said.
While "Broad City" is
championing the unmatchable
power and energy of female
friendship, and all of the highs
that come with it, "Girls"
emphasizes the low points that
inevitably
happen
amongst
close friends. "Broad City" is,
for the most part, all rainbows
and sunshine, with occasional
badness like one of the characters
getting fired or going on a bad
date happening in a purposefully
Iighthearted way. "Girls" mixes

the rainbows and sunshine
with a healthy dose of dark
clouds in the form of conniving
interactions or mental disorders.
Sophomore
Blakeney
Fairey also notes that the show
portrays the natural insecurities
of female life very often, and
many of them come from the
hook-up culture that has taken
over the millennial generation.
"I think you can see in the
main character of 'Girls' that she
has a lot of insecurities about
herself," Fairey said. "Maybe
that's why she's hooking up
with a new guy every day."
While both "Broad City"
and "Girls" are female-driven,
the humor that emanates from
their raw, lifelike characters is
easily relatable for any gender.
Watching the "Broad City"
tandem express themselves freely,
in a way that only intimate friends
can, provides several moments
that can remind college students
of their own friend situations.
Listening to Lena Dunham's
character Hannah, the central
figure of "Girls", explain her
life in simple yet profound terms
is refreshing for young adults
looking for television that tackles
the same issues they are facing.
Whether watching them via the
Internet, television, mobile app
or any other medium, "Broad
City" and "Girls" are shows
that straddle the line of laugh
out loud humor with authentic
real world experiences. It just
so happens that they do so with
predominantly female characters.
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Hablas codigo informatico?
Why coding might be the next class in your schedule
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People like to complain.
I do not understand why, but
we do. The problem with
complaining is that you do not
really have the right to if you
are not actively trying to change
it. Every day I feel like I hear
someone complain about the lack
of school spirit or things going on
around campus. The thing is that
most of these people probably
are not looking very hard.
Due to a bizarre set of
circumstances, the other day 1
found myself studying in the
Women's Center. I had never
stepped foot in that room before
but needed somewhere to go and
figured I would give it a try. All
of a sudden I noticed a group
of people congregating around
me preparing for some kind of
activity. Confused about what
was happening, I asked a woman
sitting next to me what was going
on. She explained that on the
third Thursday of every month,
a group gathers to discuss social
and cultural issues happening
within our society. She then
invited me to stay and hang out
and see what it was all about.
I spent the next hour sitting
in a room with people I had
never met joining in on their
conversation. These were not my
usual people and it felt obvious
to me that I had never been there
before. The thing is, no one told
me that I needed to leave or
that I was not welcome. I was
accepted to join with open arms
and was included in something
different than my usual routine.
It frustrates me that no one
knows about this stuff going on
around campus, myself included.
There are so many activities
happening all the time but no one
cares to search for them. This
made me very aware that you
have to take initiative to search
for things to get involved with
and throw yourself into. It's there;
you just may not be actively
trying to seek it out. It is not fair
or right to complain about the fact
that there is nothing to do around
campus if you are not trying to
find it. It's like complaining about
the President when you had the
chance to vote and stayed home
(another issue for another day).
So, rather than getting
stuck in your typical routine and
ignore the flyers and emails, try
something new for a change.
You will most likely be forced
to get out of your comfort zone
but it will be good for you.
Without putting yourself out
there, you'll never meet new
people, learn what is going on,
or have any new experiences.

For some they are the most
dreaded classes you will take
at University of San Diego: the
courses you have to take to get
to a third semester equivalent
of a foreign language. Well
there may be some good news
for prospective students as
an evolution of the language
requirement might be changing.
In recent weeks Jeremy
Ring, former Yahoo executive and
now Florida senator, proposed a
controversial and possibly lifechanging bill for students. What
he proposed was the addition of
code languages such as C++ and
JavaScript to the list of allowed
foreign languages for foreign
language
requirements.
For
high school students in Florida
this means instead of taking
two years of a language like
Spanish, German, or French, a
student would be able to take a
computer programming class.
Now, although the bill was
only proposed in Florida, it has
sent waves across the United States
education system as colleges
and high schools have opened
debate about whether or not, they
should also add coding to their
list of allowed foreign languages.
Senior Evan Westerberg,
engineering major, sees this
as a revolutionary change in
education that would have
benefitted him more in his
education than his Spanish class.
"I think it's a great
idea." Westerberg said. "As an
engineer 1 am required to take
a programming class already
and if I had known a little bit of
code in high school it would have
helped tremendously in my class.
I will most likely never use my
knowledge of Spanish again, but
I won't be able to find a job that I
won't use some type of coding."
This bill is meeting a lot
of push back from some Florida
lawmakers.
The
arguments
against adding coding to the
foreign language list is that
spoken languages give-a student
the ability to speak and connect
with other cultures whereas
coding will simply help them
understand how their internet
browser is working. A foreign
language will allow students to
travel the world or make business
deals with those that don't
speak English. It will also help
them to be exposed to different
cultures around the world.
Senior
Tom
Robinson
fulfilled
his
language
requirement in Spanish before
studying abroad on Semester
at Sea where he travelled to
over 15 different countries.
"When I studied abroad the
Spanish helped in the countries
that spoke it," Robinson said.
"But even in the other countries

Courtesy of Flickr CC/IMichigan Engineering

The possibility of coding satisfying the USD language requirement could greatly benefit
those pursuing majors such as engineering or computer sciences.
I only needed to learn four or
five easy words to communicate
because almost everyone spoke
some
degree
of
English."
The argument can definitely
be made for spoken languages
to be kept as a requirement
because this knowledge can
help you
understand other
people and othef cultures.
However, if that criteria exempts
coding, why does a language
such as Latin get included?
Latin is pretty much a dead
language outside of Vatican City. It
is used almost exclusively to teach
students the roots and sources
of words in every language and
to help them get a better grade
on the SAT vocabulary section.
Coding has a very similar
foundation
to
Latin,
with
possibly even a better and more
efficient use. Coding, like Latin,
is very rarely spoken outside
a specific community, but the
language can teach students,
businessmen and women to
understand the basic essence of
every technology they are using.
The fact is technology is
changing our world whether we
like it or not. Phone calls and
postcards are rarely used and text
messages and emails are how
every student interacts and stays
in touch. So when you are making
a business deal and your computer
crashes, will it be your knowledge
of code that helps you or your third

semester Spanish competency?
Companies like Google and
Apple have even created apps
and software in the recent years
that will immediately translate
text for the user. So even if you
were in a country where you
can't speak the language, you can
always pull out your iPhone and
type, speak, or even photograph
something you want translated
and your phone will immediately
tell you what you need to know.
Now, a foreign language
can be very crucial and the
elimination of foreign languages
is not what anyone is proposing.
But, looking at the facts, it is
clear- that not everyone needs
to use a foreign language.
Obviously
in
majors
and
professions
including
international
business
and
political science it may be
really important to understand
different languages. But, a lot
of majors and professions will
never use a foreign language.
For example, when I
was hired for my most recent
accounting internship, I was
not asked how many foreign
languages I spoke and nowhere
on my resume does it say if I
speak a foreign language. But
what it does say on my resume is
what computer programs I have
worked with and used. In fact,
as part of my interview I had
to explain how to use a specific

program and was asked how
long I think it would take me to
understand, use, and troubleshoot
my company's computer program.
Now this story may not
deal with coding directly. But I
have personally taken a coding
class and I can tell you that my
knowledge of code and how
codes work within a computer
have helped me understand more
about what I do. This knowledge
helps me not only at work, but
also in my daily life, arguably
more than my education in my
six years of Spanish education.
If given the option would
USD students take C++ or Java?
Senior
Telly
Korbakes
fulfilled his three years of
language
requirement
with
Spanish. Although he has rarely
used the language, he still would
choose Spanish over coding.
"It's just not for me."
Korbakes said,"I don't think I will
ever need to use coding and I had
fun in my Spanish class,so I would
definitely take Spanish again."
Computer
coding
may
not be for everyone, but it is
definitely worth giving students
the option. After all, it's just
as hard to understand as any
other
language
you
learn.
As technology continues to
revolutionize our world, it is
possible that our education system
and
language
requirements
need
to change
with
it.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Extra,
extra,
read
all
about
it
USD students need to pay attention to their news sources

ABBY GENTRY
OPINION EDITOR

In this day and age, social
media sites such as Facebook and
Twitter have become the central
source for news exposure. It now
seems taboo to subscribe to or pick
up a hard copy of a newspaper.

While there are many perks to
the immediate and convenient
news we receive on our phones
and through the Internet, much
of the honest reporting we need
and deserve as a society has been
lost. The best response to this
new and evolving news cycle is

Abby Gentry/The USD Vista

Some students prefer to read their news in hardcopy form.

to appreciate the convenience
and speed of technology while
consciously checking to make
sure your news is trustworthy.
I am sure I am not alone
when I say that one of the first
things I do when I wake up
in the morning is mindlessly
scroll through my phone. After
clicking on a few external links
through Facebook and reading
the short, 140 character headlines
on Twitter, I feel that I have
recieved my daily dosage of news
and have a pretty good grasp
on what is happening globally.
Unfortunately this is not the case.
Sophomore Jenna Principe
shares how she chooses to get
her daily news dosage and
some of the pros and cons of
receiving news from technology.
"I get a lot of my news
from apps," Principe said. "It's
good in the sense that it's easily
accessible but it's bad in the sense
that when I click on one app I'm
only getting one source that might
be biased so it's good to shuffle
through all the different apps."
While these links provide
a good overview, they are not
enough to declare yourself to be a
well informed citizen. Most of the
time, these external news links
connect to second hand news sites
that get their news from various
other news sites and newspapers.
Eventually the telephone effect
happens and details are lost, basic
facts are excluded, and opinions
are disguised as facts. This

sloppy journalism is then thrown
together, published, and then
circulated to thousands of people.
Another
reason
these
news sites are becoming less
trustworthy is because with a
decrease in ad revenue, or profits,
comes a decrease in reporters
which results in less legitimate
articles. According to State of the
Media, since 2003 the ad revenue
has almost been cut in half starting
at $46,155 and going down to
$22,314. With less revenue there
is less money to pay workers to
complete outstanding journalism.
The speed in which these
articles are published creates both
a pro and con for the future of
journalism. Typically, the faster
the article is whipped out of the
newsroom means that there was
less time focused on it and less
time correcting and editing. This
leads to lower quality journalism
and less reliable news. The flip
side of this is that we are able
to receive our breaking news
in a much timelier fashion. I
remember the exact moment
I read of the Paris bombings
last semester. I was sitting in
my room and an article popped
up on my Facebook page with
a quick blurb about what had
happened. What was incredible
about the whole situation is that
I received word of the horrible
incident extremely quickly after
it had happened. If print were
the only way for us to receive
our news, this would not have

been the case. Rather, we would
have heard about it the next day.
While many take advantage
of the benefits of using these
convenient sites, there are a few
who continue to read the oldfashioned newspaper. Freshman
Scott Devell shares why he
prefers to catch up on global
issues by reading a hard copy.
"I read the USA Today,"
Devell said. "I like to be
able to hold the paper and
be able to flip the page and
be able to mark stuff down."
This modern news system is
not all bad. The Internet provides
an unlimited space for unlimited
information. The
traditional
paper copy newspaper has a limit
to how much can be featured
while online news companies
are able to print stories that may
not otherwise be able to make
it in the paper. Hyperlinks also
help expand the perimeters of
news reporting by directing
people to external information
on
various other websites.
There are many risks in
relying on social media and
various other unofficial websites
for your daily dosage of news.
However, I believe that these sites
are also incredibly convenient
and are much better than ignoring
the news as a.whole. It is possible
to continue using these types of
news sites while being aware of
the potential dangers and doing
your best to look for sources that
reinforce what you are reading.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Spring teasing

Men's tennis battles the big boys

USD has risen up the ranks of national tennis in a very short time

MATTHEW ROBERSON
SPORTS EDITOR

@mroberson22
Every year, thousands of
Major League Baseball fans,
myself included, get a rush of
excitement upon hearing that
pitchers and catchers have
reported to Spring Training. It
signifies the start of yet another
baseball season, but also serves as
a way to plant ideas in the heads
of farts that this is the year their
favorite team will win the World
Series. 2016 will be no different.
All 30 teams in the MLB
have already sent portions
of their roster to begin their
season of work, and have turned
everyday citizens into anxious
fans counting down the days until
the long awaited first series of the
regular season.
Already, baseball supporters
have taken to the Internet to share
their way-too-early predictions
for the upcoming season and
bathe in the constant media
stream that comes from Florida
and Arizona during these early
workout sessions.
Every year in late February
we hear about Player X being
in the "best shape of his life" or
Player Y being poised for the
breakout season that he's been
showing flashes of.
I am unashamedly part
of this group that craves new
information
about
potential
sleeper teams and hidden gems
that will take my fantasy baseball
team to the promised land.
Spring Training is obviously
fun for me because I can see my
hometown Seattle Mariners take
the field together for the first time
in a given year, but also because
it gives me the comfort that some
sort of baseball activity will be
happening across this country
until October.
On the other side of that
coin is the unsettling reality that
the beginning of Spring Training
is actually quite far away from
Opening Day. For instance, the
Padres ordered pitchers and
catchers to report to the team's
camp in Peoria, AZ on Feb. 19
despite the fact that they won't
play their first game of the 2016
campaign until April 4.
With the MLB schedule
already covering 162 games over
the course of seven months, why
add another 45 days of tedious
workouts and drills?
If Spring Training was
shortened, baseball fans could
finally stop torturing themselves
by believing that the mere arrival
of the players to their team's
practice facilities means that the
season is right around the corner.
Because in truth, that corner is
more like a long hallway with a
series of annoying doors in the
way.

**
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Junior Josh Page has become an integral part of the USD tennis team after transferring from Baldwin Agricultural College.
MATTHEW ROBERSON
SPORTS EDITOR

@mroberson22
An often used, sometimes
even overused, cliche in sports
is that if you want to be the best,
then you must beat the best.
The University of San
Diego men's tennis team has
been steadily rising in terms of
national prominence in recent
years, so much so that they have
found themselves in the Top 20 of
the national rankings.
Coming in at No. 17 in the
most recent Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) rankings,
the Toreros are enjoying the
competition that comes with
being in the upper echelon of
collegiate tennis.
Since Jan. 16, the USD men
have stood across the net from
several other nationally ranked
teams, including the UCLA
Bruins, Duke University Blue
Devils, Virginia Cavaliers, and
Oklahoma Sooners.
The match against Virginia
happened to coincide with the
Cavaliers being the No. 1 team
in the country. When the Toreros
dueled the UCLA Bruins and the
Oklahoma Sooners, those schools
were also in the top 10.
Simply
getting
the
opportunity to go toe-to-toe
with some of the best college
tennis players in the world is an
accomplishment for the USD
tennis program.
At the time this article was
being written, the ITA Top 25
had 22 of its teams hailing from
the so-called Power 5 athletic

conferences. This group of
athletic titans, known mainly
for their football pedigree, is
comprised of the Atlantic Coast
Conference (ACC), Big Ten,
Big 12, Pacific 12 (Pac-12), and
Southeastern Conference (SEC).
The only three teams in the
Top 25 who do not participate in
one of those wealthy, privileged
Power 5 conferences are the the
South Florida Bulls, Columbia
Lions, and our very own San
Diego Toreros.
For comparison sake, South
Florida has a student population
of over 48,000 and Columbia
has a historic tennis program that
boasts a national championship in
doubles play from the year 1888.
USD did not even begin
competing in men's tennis on
the Division 1 level until 1980,
almost 100 years after Columbia.
While relatively new to the
top national tier of men's tennis,
USD has quietly been building
a dominant program since its
inception.
Since 1984, the Torero
tennis team has finished in the top
three of the WCC standings every
single year. More recently, the
team has been WCC champions
in both 2014 and 2015.
Junior Joshua Page, who
transferred from a junior college
and was born and raised in
England, is cognizant of the fact
that his team is emerging as one of
college tennis' best kept secrets.
"We have played some of
the best colleges in the nation and
that is something we have been
trying to achieve for a long time,"
Page said. "We know we are a top

16 team and we really want to
push for the top 10."
While some of those
contests against top competition
haven't gone exactly as planned,
with lopsided defeats coming at
the hands of UCLA, Virginia,
and Oklahoma, Page is grateful
for the opportunities to build
confidence and measure his level
of play against the ITA's elite.
"From playing those teams,
it highlighted how close we
are to beating them, but also [it
highlighted] the areas we need
to improve," Page said. "On
a personal note, it gives you
confidence that you can compete
with the best players in the
nation."
While the Toreros have been
competing against the best teams
that American collegiate tennis
has to offer, a glaring majority of
the team is from another country.
Of the 11 players on the
active roster, eight of those spent
their pre-college days overseas.
In addition to Page and
senior Jordan Angus, who are
both English, the team also has
representation from Cyprus,
Estonia, France, New Zealand,
Serbia, and Slovakia.
Obviously, this is a huge
collection of differing cultures
and languages.
However, Page believes that
so many players being away from
home for so long has actually
brought the team together.
"I really find that the group
is so close!" Page said. "We
all live away from home and
sometimes it's tough and we are
there for each other. With the

time difference with different
countries you sometimes don't
speak to family for weeks. The
banter is awesome and I think
people who have met us realize
we have a lot of fun."
The team's fun will continue
if they can complete a three-peat
of conference championships
later this spring.
Their first conference match
of the season will be held on
March 25 against the dreaded
Gonzaga Bulldogs.
After
completing
the
conference
schedule,
which
requires each WCC team
to play every other team in
the conference, the Toreros
will head to the annual WCC
Championships in Claremont,
CA with their eyes firmly set on a
third straight trophy.
After that comes the NCAA
Tournament,
something
the
Toreros believe they can make a
deep run in.
Page is among the players
who have been vocal about the
team's expectations for a shot at
a national championship.
"Our team goal is to finish
in the top 16 in the nation and
make the Elite 8 in the NCAA
Tournament, something that
is very realistic for us," Page
said. "I will make sure that I do
everything I can for the team to
put us in the best positions to
win."
While
the
NCAA
Tournament is still months down
the road, the Toreros are driving
at a steady pace that will make
them a force to be reckoned with
by the end of the season.
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Head coach Rich Hill addresses his team in a preseason practice at Fowler Park. This year's squad features eight freshmen and eight seniors.

Torero baseball swept by Vanderbilt
USD gets major wakeup call from series against No. 3 Commodores

NOAH HILTON
CONTRIBUTOR

Opening Day. To any baseball fan,
those two words mean one simple thing:
we're back in action. The next four months
hold the potential for anything, from tape
measure home runs and blazing fastballs
to walk-off winners and dreams of a
celebratory dog pile after clinching the
title.
Entering the 2016 season, the
University of San Diego once again looks
like a strong contender for a West Coast
Conference banner, having topped the West
Coast Conference Preseason Coaches' poll
for the eighth time in nine years.
This is in spite of the fact that, having
once again graduated several players to the
pros, the team returns just three starters in
sophomore catcher Riley Adams, senior
third baseman Jerod Smith, and sophomore
shortstop Bryson Brigman, a preseason
All-American.
Part
of
meeting
these
high
expectations, especially with such a young
and unseasoned roster, involves playing
one of the most demanding non-conference
schedules in the nation.
Head coach Rich Hill has a saying
that sums up his team's out of conference
philosophy.
"If you want to be a millionaire, hang
out with millionaires," Hill said.
Cupcake early-season foes are not a
recipe for success once conference play
and the postseason roll around. As such,
the team will look to consistently test its
mettle against the best the country has to
offer in preparation for a dominant run
through the the rigors of WCC play.
USD certainly didn't wait long to see
what they're made of, opening the season
with a three-game series against 2015
national runner-up Vanderbilt University
Commodores last weekend.
Unfortunately, the result was not

what fans here at Alcala Park were hoping
for, as the Toreros were outscored 38-11
over the course of the weekend and swept
by the Commodores, who are ranked No. 3
in the country.
The pitching staff, while dominant at
times with 26 strikeouts in 24 innings, also
handed out 22 walks and were victimized
by five Vanderbilt home runs. On the
offensive side of the ball, the Toreros were
limited to a combined .235 batting average
and just four extra-base hits.

CAMP

"The College World Series
is the big picture [...] We are
a work in progress with so
many new faces." - Rich Hill
While few bright spots existed for
USD in the series, Coach Hill noted the
performances of Brigman (4-11 with 3
RBI), Adams (4-10 with 2 walks and 3
RBI), and pitcher Nathan Kutcha (4.2
innings with 5 strikeouts).
Hill also recognized the benefits of
playing a program as talented as Vanderbilt
to open the season. Vanderbilt won a
national title in 2014 before finishing
second last year.
"The College World Series is the big
picture," Hill said. "It was great to be in
the environment of national champions.
We are a work in progress with so many
new faces."
With games still on the docket against
the likes of the Arizona State University
Sun Devils, Baylor University Bears, and
Oregon State University Beavers, Torero
fans can only hope that the team continues
to develop before opening WCC play in
March.
The Toreros will return to competitive
play on Thursday, Feb. 25 in a game at Lake
Elsinore Diamond against their crosstown
rival San Diego State Aztecs.

PONTIAC
THE GREATEST SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE! CAMP
PONTIAC IS COMING TO University of San Diego!
Camp Pontiac, a premier co-ed overnight camp located in New York
State, is looking for fun, enthusiastic and mature individuals who can
teach and assist in all areas of athletics, aquatics, the arts or as a general
bunk counselor.

View our website at www.camppontiac.com. To set up an interview
please email Stefanie@camppontiac.com or call Stefanie at 516-6267668.

Interviews will be held on Thursday, February 25th 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
in the Career Development Center.
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Men's and women's basketball struggle vs. BYU
Both teams drop conference clashes to the Cougars

Both the University of
San Diego men's and women's
basketball
teams
recently
played the Brigham Young
University Cougars in West Coast
Conference (WCC) matchups.
The Torero men proved
to be a worthy match for the
Cougars in their game on Feb.
18, an opponent that on paper
appeared to have a staggering
advantage in this game.
Ultimately
the Toreros
couldn't find the basket enough
to pull out a victory and suffered
a hard fought loss, 69-67, to the
Cougars.
A late charge was led by
senior guard Duda Sanadze, who
scored 12 of his 16 points in the
second half.
With seven seconds left in
the game, sophomore guardVasa
Pusica, who led the Toreros with
17 points, hit a three pointer to
pull the Toreros within one point
at 68-67.
But it proved to be too late
for the Toreros who couldn't
capitalize on their opportunities.
Down by two, with three seconds
left to shoot, Pusica missed a
half-court shot that would have
given the Toreros a win.
Senior center Jito Kok
lamented the fact that several
things went right for USD, they
just couldn't come through in the
end.
"We really stuck to our
offensive game plan, trying to run
them off the three point line and
making them play more in the
half court where we could slow
them down," Kok said. "BYU
likes playing a high possession
game and we limited that."
The Cougars came out on
top, led by senior guard Kyle
Collinsworth's 25 points.
BYU took the momentum
from this win back to Provo, UT

Photo Courtesy of USD Toreros/Twitter

The USD women's basketball team lost 68-60 to BYU on Feb. 18, marking their third straight loss and sixth overall.
the second game of their yearly
home-and-home series just two
days later.
In this second game, the
Cougars flexed
their muscles
and handily beat the Toreros by a
score of 91-33.
The losses dropped the
Toreros to 8-19 overall (3-13 in
conference) and marked a four
game losing streak for the men's
team, who have dropped eight of
their last 10 games.
The teams finished
the
weekend on opposite ends of the
WCC standings, with the Cougars
in third and the Toreros in last
place.
Kok
noticed
several
differences from the first game
in San Diego to the second game
in the Marriott Center on BYU's
campus.
"In the second game they set
the pace early and we struggled
shooting from the floor," Kok
said. "It's difficult to come back
against teams as good as BYU
and we just kind of dug a hole
for ourselves in the start of the
game."
USD did well to contain
* in the

Feb. 18 game at the Jenny Craig
Pavilion, holding them to below
70 points for the first time since
BYU faced off against Gonzaga
on Jan. 14. .
Ultimately there were a
couple costly mistakes which
prevented USD from coming out
on top of a winnable game.
USD turned the ball over 20
times to BYU's 10, which led to
more fast break opportunities for
the Cougars and wasted offensive
possessions for the Toreros.
BYU also shot more free
throws than USD with attempts at
33 vs 21.
But what cost the Toreros
the most was the 10 minutes of
game time from the end of the
first half to the beginning of the
second half.
During that stretch USD did
not score any points, relinquishing
a 32-19 lead.
After losing their lead in the
second half, USD played catchup
the rest of the game, never once
holding the lead for the final 14
minutes of play.
This game highlighted
a disappointing season for
the Toreros men'

fVr

only have two more regular
season games before the WCC
tournament.
If the Toreros can bring
the same defensive intensity and
cut down on the self-inflicted
mistakes, maybe they can form a
run into the deeper rounds of the
tournament.
The
Torero
women's
basketball team also suffered
defeat at the hands of the Cougars,
losing 68-60.
The Toreros, led by senior
guard Malina Hood and her twin
sister, forward Maya Hood, did
not have enough firepower to top
a talented BYU team.
Although
leading
in
free throws and rebounds, the
women's team wasn't able to
capitalize on offense, shooting 40
percent from the field compared
to BYU's 51 percent.
Turnovers also hurt the
Lady Toreros, who gave the ball
away more than the Cougars.
Although a close game, the
Toreros were beaten inside and
out, shooting a worse three point
percentage, 45 percent vs. 33
percent, and being outscored in

Meanwhile, the Cougars
were led by Lexi Rydalch's 33
points on 12 of 21 shooting from
the field.
Going into the final games
of the season, putting a focal
point on defense and distributing
the ball more effectively should
help the women's team.
Although
there
were
multiple players with double
digits, a focus on assists needs
to be more prevalent as the Lady
Toreros only had 11 throughout
the game.
More ball movement rather
than single players trying to
create their own shot should help
cut down on turnovers as well.
These Lady Toreros have
suffered a cold streak recently,
dropping their last three games
after starting out the season 21-3.
This skid of three conference
losses has seen USD fall to fourth
place in WCC standings and puts
a bit of a damper on what has
been a largely successful season.
With two games remaining
in the regular season, the Lady
Toreros hope to turn around their
skid and take some momentum
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Freshman guard Olin Carter III had 15 points in the home game against BYU (left). President Mark Harris cheers on the Toreros on Feb. 18 (right).

